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ABSTRACT. A Bimple phaso-meter for ordinary use in a laboratory is described in 
this article. Tho construction of this equipment is very simple and the accuracy of measure­
ment is much better than that available with an osoillosoopo. It needs no calibration and 
can bo used over a wide range of frequency.
I N T R O D U C T I O N
Measurement of phase is quite often needed in a radio engineering laboratory 
not only for research studies, but also for day-to-day practical work. In experi­
ments on amplifiers, filters etc., it is often necessary to study their phase-response 
over tho frequency range of interest. The ordinary method of phase measure­
ment with an oscilloscope is inaccurate and inconvenient as it is basically a graphical 
method. Mainly for this reason phase-response of such systems is not always 
measured for ordinary purposes.
Tn the simple motliod of phase measurement described below, the accuracy 
of measurement is much higher than the ordinary oscilloscope method, and, in 
addition, it is a very convenient one. The accuracy is of course not as high as 
the other described earlier by the present author (1957), but it is sufficiently good 
for ordinary works. The equipment is very simple and can be readily constructed. 
The same instrument, without any modification, can be used for measuring phase 
changes in almost all types of electronic systems, covering a very wide range of 
frequency and signal amplitude. It is hoped to be found useful for measuring 
phase characteristics of different systems and their variations with frequency.
D E S C R I P T I O N  OP THE E QU I P ME N T
The phase measuring equipment consists simply of two cathode-followers 
having a common cathode load as shown in figure 1. The two signals, whose 
phase difference is to be measured, are applied to the grids of the two tubes through 
switches as shown. The output of the cathode follower is measured with an 
a.c. vacuum tube voltmeter. Inputs are fed to both the grids through high resis­
tance (of the order of megohms) potentiometers or some sush device for adjusting 




Fig. ]. A Hohematic circuit diagram of the phase-motor
In order to measure the phase difference between two signals, they are 
applied to the input terminals and /g (figure 1) respectively. Then the switch 
Si is closed, allowing the input at to be apjilied to the grid of the tube S^
is kept open. The potentiometer is next adjusted to got a convenient reading
(F) across the liathodo follower output. Then is opened and S^ is closed, 
allowing the injmt at /g to be applied to the grid of 2'g. The potentiometer Pg 
is adjusted to get the same voltage reading (F) across the output. Then S^ is 
also closed and with both the inputs applied simultaneously, the output voltage 
( Vq) is measured. Tt is evident that this output ( F q) is the vector sum of the two 
inputs (F) which were made to be of equal magnitude.
Thus, Fo =  2F cos (from figure 2), where 0 is the phase difference between
the two inputs. |For 0  approaching 180", Vq may be so small that it may not 
be possible to measure it in the same scale of the voltmeter as used for measuring 
F, and a lower voltage scale has to be used. In that case, it is advisable to compare 
tj^e readings in these two scales and make necessary corrections for discrepancies 
if any].
Fig. 2. Illusfcmting t.he vector addition of voltages a t the output
As F and Vq are known quantities, we cjan calculate cos ^ and hence
Also, as the same voltmeter (in the same range or in two ranges which are compared 
with each other and discrepancies corrected for) is used for measuring both F 
and Vq and only their ratio is taken for calculating f), any inaccuracy in the volt­
meter itself is eliminated.
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I t  IS evident that will vary from 2 V to 0 as cos ^ varies from 1 to 0 (the
Jiniits of its variations) i,a, 0 varies from 0 to ISC'’—positive or nop;aiivo. As the 
cosine of an angle is independent of its sign, no information is obtained regarding 
the sign of the phase angle. This is also not needed in most cases as the sign 
(/,p. relative lead or lag) of the phase angle is normally known beforehand.
tl h: S U J. T S
To determine tlm accuracy of measurement of the instruineul voltages 
having known phase shifts (introduced by standard circuit components) were 
applied to the two input terminals of the above meter and the phase measurements 
were made at different frequencies, as described in section 2. Known phase 
shifts weie introduced by a combination of a standard condenser (of O.Oi/iF) 
and a standard resistance (ot liTfi) as shown in ligure 3(a) and the voltages between 
terminals (1) and (2) were applied to the phase-meter for the measurement of 
phase shitt produced. The measurements Avere carried out at different fre­
quencies from 100 c/s to 20 Kc/s. The theoretically calculated values of phase- 
shifts produced by the above B-C combination of figure 3(a) at different fre- 
(picncies were plotted and the curve in figure 3(b) shows this calculated variation 
of phase with frequency. The observed values of phase-shifts at different fre- 
queiicies, as were experimentally measured by our phase-meter, were shown as 




Prequency in cs ’
3(a). H-C network with standard oomponents for producing known phase-shifts. 
3(b). Variation of phase with frequency in the above network. The smooth line gives 
the calculated values and the circles indicated the values as moasurod with tho 
given phase-meter.
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Measuremeiits wxro also carried out on phase-shifts produced by (1) a low 
frequency amplifier (untuned) and (2) a liigh frequency amplifier (tuned). The 
phase-shifts <j> produced between the inputs and the output of an R-C eou})led 
amplifier at different frequencies were measured and the relative phase-shift 
“  180“— ] of the output voltage at different frequencies, with respect
to the mid-frequency phase, are plotted in figure 4. The calculated values of 
phase-shifts at different frequencies are also shown dotted on the same graph. 
A good agreement is observed. But the agreement between the calculated and 
measured values in this case (as also in figure 5) is not as good as in figure 3.
1» lOO 1000 10000 ^
Kjfr 4 Viii'jation of jilmso wiili fj-cniiioiicy ol' an K-C cuiipleil amplific^ r, ns incuHurod with 
iliC fiivoii ])luiM>-inotci'. The dotiod lino .shown llio cakidatod \aluos.
Figure 5 shows a similar measurement in a single-tuned amplified with its 
timing froquemy at 440Kc/s. The observed results of phase-shifts with frequency 
are shown by the full hue curve and the dotted line shows the calculated values. 
Here also, a more or less good agreement is observed As the values of the 
components used m this (as also the R-C coupled amplifier) are not kiioAvn 
with so high precision as that tor the standard components (ni figure 3), the 
calculated values of phase-shifts are themselves not aoeiirate. Hence, a larger 
diserepaney between the cahnilated and observed values is also expected.
D I S C US S I ONS
By selceiing a proper range for the V.T.V.M. and adjusting tlio potentiometers, 
the output voltage V (for a single input) may be made equal to half the full-scale
reading. In that case the V.T.A .^M. reading will bo proportional to cos ^ . As 
the scale of a V.T.V.M. (like that of Philips type GM60I7) meter has normally 
about 100 divisions or more the accuracy of measurement of cos ~ becomes of the 
order of i  in 100. This makes the accuracy of phase measurement of an order of
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Fig. Viw ia tion  of pliuse witli fioquency of a single tuned voltage amplifier, us measui'ed 
with the given }>haHe-meter. 'J’hc dotted line shows the eulculated values.
about 2 ’ and this is jmicli better than that available with au oscilloseope. 
0
As
(os is ut)t a lijiear funrtioii of 0 , the aetatraey of nieaauremciit will of course A
differ with different values of 0. But it is approximately about 2'’ except for very 
small values of 0 The accuracy Mill be somewhat less for 0 approaching zer(j 
tlcgree, as in that tsase cos (^ ?/2) changes vary little with 0 .
As the instrunieiit uses only cathode followers wjth resistive load, it can 
work satisfactordy over a wide range of frequency. With porper choice of tubes 
and circuitry, acimrato results can be obtained from a few cycles per sec. up to 
a high frequency in the hundred inegacyclos range. The accuracy is not lowered 
even if the cathode follower gain falls somewhat at higher frequency. As the
same V.T.V.M. is used to measure both Vq and V, their ratio ^  2oos remains
unafl’ectecl even if the cathode follower gain falls much below unity. I t  also gives 
linear operation over a large range of input voltage.
The major source of error at liigh frequency is the stray shunt capacitance 
across the input and output circuits of the cathode follower which cause un­
desirable (and unknown) phase changes. This is more important a t the input 
end, where, to prevent loading of the circuit under test, a high resistance poten­
tiometer is used. As the potentiometer settings for the two inputs generally 
differ, different amounts of phase-shifts will be introduced in the tw o signal inputs 
and the measurement will bo in eiTor, To prevent such errors caused by unequal
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pIiaHc nhifts introduced at the two input teriuinalw, spooially when the two sigjial 
inteiislities differ much in ampJitude, an arrangement similar to that in figure 6 
may be used. The signal having the larger amplitude is passed through a cathode 
follower having a variable load resistance {B^) and its amplitude at the phase 
meter inimt terminal is made to be equal to that of the other signal by varying 
R^. As Rj^ is small, the effect of shunt capacitance across Rj^ can be neglected. 
Also, as both the signals are fed to the same resistor R^, the phase-shifts produced 
by them {Rg) are equal and the relative phase difference between the two signals 
remain unchanged at the phase meter tube grids. As such no error is 
introduced.
Fig. (j. A modified voinion oi figure 1 lor iiieaHuring pliiiHO ni liigli frequencies.
As the measurement of phase needs a voltage measuremont across the i-athojle 
follower output terminals (wdiich is of low impedance), a voltmeter of ordinary 
design whose input imiiedance need not be high, may be used tor this purpose.
In the ideal case, both the tubes and should be identical having the same 
values of and g„. For this purpose, it is preferable to use two triode tubes 
whose parameters have been found to be identical, as it is very difficult to find 
a twin.triode the two halves of which are identical. Of course, the condition of 
having identical parameters for both the tubes is not a stringent one, because 
the Kstage gain of a cathode follower is not much dependent on the tube parameters.
As mentioned earlier, the meter reading will be independent of the sign of 
phase change i .e .  the meter will not indicate winch voltage is leading or lagging. 
Thus, we should have a previous knowledge of the sign of phase change produced, 
which, of course, is knowm in most cases. ~
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